MODEL

Wireless Portable Outdoor &

SS-5000

SPECIFICATIONS
 Display Size: 28” x 20” x 3”
 Controller Size: 2 ¾” x 5” x 1”

COMPLETELY
WIRELESS

 Display Weight: 19 lbs.

 Large Day-Bright LED digits

Lithium Ion battery or optional 120V AC
 Battery Life: 13 hours (approx.)
 Charging Time: 5–10 hour (approx.)
 Construction: Reinforced alloy
case with Lexan® face
 Weather Resistance:
Splash & moisture resistant
(store indoors)
 Warranty: 2 years
 Made in the USA

 Portable unit with internal, rechargeable Lithium Ion batteries, store fully charged

at season’s end and the SS-5000 is ready to go for the next season

Wireless Remote: Control the board anywhere on the field. Remote is easy to
use and compact in size. Sealed keypad will resist damage caused by moisture.




FEATURES

Raise scoreboard to 7 feet off the
ground! Compact folding design for
ease in storage and transport.
 Crank-up handle for easy raising

and lowering
 100 pound rated weight capacity
 Sturdy yet lightweight construction

A multi-sport, portable scoring system for use both outdoor and indoor. Day-Bright LED
digits are easy to read from anywhere on the field, even in direct sunlight. Wireless
remote control is included.
As a multi-purpose coaching tool, capabilities include practice drill/circuit timer,
precision stopwatch, countdown timer, elapsed time display, and time-of-day clock.
field.

 Power Source: Internal rechargeable

Model TRI-5000K
Tripod and Mount Kit

MODEL SS-5000

 Totally wireless scoring system can be controlled from anywhere on the

 Digit Type: 6” Day-bright LEDs

OPTIONAL TRIPOD:

Indoor Scoreboard

300’ usable distance
Powered by 9-Volt battery (included)

Outdoor and Indoor Use: Designed for both outdoor and indoor use, the Day Bright LED
digits are readable from over 300 feet away, even in bright sunlight. The internal
rechargeable battery provides a full day of use on a single charge. For extended operation,
display brightness can be adjusted as needed.
Multi-Sport Timing and Scoring: Timing capabilities include countdown timer (ideal for
football), count up timer (soccer), circuit interval timer (perfect for running practice drills),
stopwatch (accurate to 1/100th second) and time-of-day clock. Scoring, period, start, stop,
and rest functions are all available via the remote control. Operation is intuitive, so formal
training is not required.

HOCKEY
BASKETBALL

Sponsor Panel Ad: Ready for a customized

message, the 24” x 18” coroplast panel mounts in
various positions for best viewing.
 Multi-position use, securely snaps in place and
stays put
 Coroplast display for extended outdoor use
 Front-side attachment for bleachers, wall, table,
tripod, fence, post mounting

WRESTLING
VOLLEYBALL
RECREATIONAL ACTIVITIES
PRACTICE DRILLS

 Back-side attachment for ground level

Folding Supports: Legs lock in place when folded in
or for easy transport and compact storage.
Carry like a thin suitcase.

Loud Horn: After each period expires, the 106dB horn sounds automatically, piercing
through background noise like a whistle. The sound is easily audible across a playing field
or gymnasium. Horn volume can be adjusted or turned off if desired.
Mounting Options: Designed to accommodate several mounting preferences. The built-in
prop rods help set up on the ground or other flat surface. For fence or wall mounting, the
SS-5000 is equipped with hanging brackets. For a raised location, the optional tripod
(TRI-5000K ) elevates to seven feet with its easy “handle crank” design.

SOCCER
TRACK

Rechargeable Lithium Ion batteries: Store fully charged at season’s end and the
SS-5000 is ready to go for the next season.
Wireless Control: Highly reliable and responsive, the radio-controlled remote is easy to
use and conveniently fits into a shirt pocket. A referee on the field can keep score as easily
as a spectator on the sidelines. Running more than one SS-5000 in the vicinity? No
problem! Each system has its own dedicated radio channel to prevent interference.

Ideal for Pop Warner
and other youth
organizations including:
FOOTBALL

Accessory Kit: Weather-resistant, zippered bag clips to back side of scoreboard and
conveniently holds remote radio control and
other accessories.
 9” x 6” clip-on bag

Befour Inc.
102 Progress Drive
Saukville, WI 53080

 Instruction manual
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www.befour.com ~ www.edgescore.com

 Hanging chains and 2 ground stakes

Proudly Made in the USA

